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p to manage stock control
This app helps to manage items through barcode scan with the help of iPad/iPhone
It helps to take current stock and allow to manage the stock.
The order processing functionality is integrated with echo, and It further helps to take manual orders with ease.
This app helps to reduce investment on additional purchasing of HHT devices to do this task. iStockTraker does not need 
any additional time to sync with Echo(back office system)
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Echo-hht is an iOS app to manage stock control.

Echo-hht

Echo-hht is an iOS app that is used for stock control and
it covers all processes. It works on any iPad or iPhone
and thus avoids any investment on HHT devices. This
app has been developed with active in-line sync
technology, so there is no need to connect the iPhone
with back office system.

The order processing functionality is integrated with our
back office system Echo-23 and therefore Echo-23 is
updated in real time. Manual orders can also be
processed easily.

Stock Management

Just scan an item to know the stock balance (stock on
hand) and it will also allow you to enter new
purchase. Once the customer enters new stock it will
immediately update the system with the new balance.

Item Management

Echo-hht app makes management of items easy. In just
a scan, you can create or edit an item from anywhere.
Once it is scanned by the app, it will display all details
about the item. If it is not available, it will immediately
ask you to create the item. It will help storekeeper to
serve the customer better from the till, as it will have all
the necessary details.

Order Management

Processing a new order is also possible with this
app. The customer can scan the items that he wants to
order and once all items to be ordered have been
scanned, the order can be processed. Echo-hht
immediately updates the back office system Echo-23 to
process the order through any customer links(EDN)

Barcode label

Printing barcode label for single item or array of items is
also possible through this application. This app allows
printing through Wi-Fi so any printer with Wi-Fi facility
can print it directly from the iPhone. For other printers,
the scanned barcodes can be sent to Echo-23 and it can
send the label to the printer
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Sri Balaji House
Bourton-On-The-Hill, Moreton in Marsh, Gloucestershire, GL56 9AJ

Phone: +44 208 1234497, Alternate: +44 7956 123456

Email: info@oyslans.co.uk , Website: www.oyslans.co.uk

Exclusive Offer!!!
Install today and enjoy the benefits

Get 0% APR on all new installations
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